Universities in South Africa (SA) face predicament of declining public funding, increasing inflation and the #FeesMustFall campaign that left South African universities with a shortfall of R2.33 billion (Writer, 2015). Moreover, the operating costs of universities have increased escalated; raising the cost of higher education by 8%-12% per annum (The Mercury, 2013). Thus, the role of procurement becomes increasingly important as these institutions had to do more with constrained resources. The situation forces these institutions to look for value-creation and cost-saving opportunities much more than before in order to gain a competitive advantage (Bloch, 2011:5). In order to maximise the restricted resources universities have to adopt procurement best practices (PBPs). According to Gilbert (2008:1055), a best practice is a technique or methodology that through experience and research has proven to, reliably, lead to a desired result. However, developing and sustaining procurement best practices is not an easy task. This is because the adoption of the practices is time consuming, entails breaking down barriers in internal resistance, demands a new approach to suppliers, and demands considerable investment in good leadership, training, performance measurement and technology (Booth, 2010:70). A qualitative approach using multiple cases was adopted. Face-to-face interviews were conducted using open-ended questions. The findings of the study revealed that that some participating South African comprehensive universities do not manage their constricted resources according to procurement best practices and consequently do not contribute sufficiently to the university’s overall objectives for competitive advantage and sustainability. It is recommended that South African comprehensive universities should streamline operations, remove internal barriers, impose strict compliance measures to policies and communicate the vision to the whole university.
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